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  Talk 

 
The low tectonic strain rates in the Western Alps make the identification of active structures difficult 
as well as the characterization and the quantification of the processes at the origin of the seismicity. 
The knowledge of active faults is still largely incomplete, but even with a low rate of deformation 
destructive earthquakes can occur. However, the millenary action of the deformation can be observed 
by the formation of cumulate morphologies, often associated with the reactivation of inherited 
geological structures.  

 
In the Aiguilles Rouges Massif (Chamonix-Mont-Blanc Valley) the Rémuaz fault shows scarps and 
morphologies rarely observable in the Alps and is a suitable study zone for the estimation of postglacial 
deformation through morphotectonic and paleosismological studies. This fault will be the object of the 
field-trip associated with the workshop.  
 
The Rémuaz fault can be considered as a segment of a larger fault zone, the Vallorcine Fault which is 
one of the main seismically active structures in France at the scale of the last century. Two Mw>4 
earthquakes were associated to this fault system in 1905 (Mw 5.3, Cara et al., 2017) and in 2005 (Mw 
4.5, Fréchet et al., 2011), and repeated seismic swarms estimated lasting several months occurred 
during the last 30 years.  
 
We studied the fault trace that is visible in the morphology and runs linearly through the eastern flank 
of Aiguilles Rouges massif. Several glacial landforms are crossed by the fault such as polished bedrock 
and moraines, creating scarps across them. In this context, the limiting factors for observing tectonic 
deformations at surface are the markers degradation by hillslope processes, the presence of forest 
patches hiding large parts of the fault trace, and confusion with gravitational deformations. An 
airborne LiDAR survey, performed in 2012 by CEMAGREF/INRAE for studying avalanche corridors, 
allowed obtaining decimetric resolution Digital Elevation Models. This high-resolution DEM allowed 
revealing the microtopography all along the fault trace highlighting a dominant dextral strike-slip 
component compatible with a tectonic origin for the post-glacial deformation. 
 
We will present the last advances in fault characterization, in particular 1) the mapping of offset 
moraines to be dated in order to determine a postglacial slip rate, and 2) the preliminary results of a 
paleoseismological analysis across the fault. 
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Normal scarps are morphological expressions of brittle rock failure that can be observed in extensive 
tectonic context but also along with deep-seated landslides. Scarps thus are particularly well-suited 
structures to use cosmic ray exposure dating methods. 

We studied a pluri-kilometers long rock slope failure newly identified in the Aiguilles Rouges massif 
(Chamonix valley, France). Thanks to a high-resolution LiDAR DEM and field works, we mapped 
morpho-structures including scarps, tension cracks and counter-scarps. We identified distinct stages 
of gravitational evolution. In some places, vertical offsets can reach tens of meters and trenches some 
meters of width. The evidence of gravitational activity (boulders displacements from analyses of 
archive satellite images) and the relatively fresh scarp outcrops suggest a sub-actual activity. These 
observations are in agreement with the ground displacement rates of a few millimeters per year 
estimated by InSAR time series between 2014 and 2018. Extensometric measurements along some 
trenches are also ongoing. 

We sampled two vertical profiles along the top scarps (11 samples) to define the chronology (both the 
initiation and evolution) of the slope failure using 10Be surface exposure dating. Glacially polished 
surfaces cut by these gravitational scarps were also sampled to determine glacial retreat timing as well 
as to constrain the pre-exposure 10Be inheritance. 

Our results highlight a significant time lag between the last evidence of glacial activity ( 17 - 12 ka) and 
the initiation of the slope failure that happened 2 to 3 ka ago (depending on the inheritance schemes). 
This suggests that the glacial debuttressing would not be the main driving factor. The close proximity 
with the active fault of La Rémuaz could be another hypothesis for the initiation of the rock slope 
failure in the Aiguilles Rouges massif. 
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The North Armorican Domain exposed in the Cotentin peninsula and the Normano-Breton Gulf is 
part of the NW European Cadomian orogen that later recorded in its northern part Variscan 
deformation. This highly eroded polyphase orogenic domain currently experiences low to moderate 
intraplate seismicity expressed by shallow earthquake swarms.  

This regional seismicity is thus assumed to be partly controlled by inherited structures. The concept 
of structural inheritance has been addressed in the COCOTIER project (INSU/TELLUS/SYSTER) 
initiated in 2020. This research combines different data, such as high-resolution offshore imagery 
(bathymetry), onshore-offshore IGN/SHOM data (BDAlti, RGEAlti, LiDAR data and Litto3D) and 
bathymetric records (R/V Haliotis (IFREMER) BATHAGUE 2008, 2010 and COCOTEC 2019). These data 
are compiled to obtain land-sea digital elevation models (DEM), further constrained by available 
geological data, which emphasize the intricate morphotectonic pattern of the West Cotentin offshore 
area including the Jersey island.  

The instrumental seismicity (RéNaSS, LDG, SI-Hex) and historical activity (FCAT-17, SisFrance) have 
been combined in unique catalogue which indicates a significant seismic activity with high local 
magnitude ML 4.9 (Mw 4) in 2014 located offshore SW Jersey islands. In addition, more than 46% of 
the earthquakes in this region have an estimated moment magnitude (Mw) higher than the 
magnitude of the completeness Mc 2. Furthermore, some other earthquakes experienced 
remarkable epicentral intensity, such as Coutances 1853 (VI-VII), Cherbourg 1889 (VI), Jersey 1927 
(VI), whereas Jersey 1926 earthquake reached an epicentral intensity of VII MSK-64.  

Analysis of P-wave first motion polarities recorded by RESIF and BGS seismic networks about 
earthquakes that occurred between 2014-2015 in Jersey and 2020 in Coutances supplies focal 
mechanism solutions showing a strike-slip component. The corresponding active faults may be either 
N150°-oriented Variscan structures or N70°N-oriented Cadomian shear zones, hence illustrated the 
concept of structural inheritance. 
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